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a b s t r a c t 

Surface topographies at micro- and nanoscales can influence different cellular behavior, such as 

their growth rate and directionality. While different techniques have been established to fabricate 2- 

dimensional flat substrates with nano- and microscale topographies, most of them are prone to high 

costs and long preparation times. The 2.5-dimensional fiber platform presented here provides knowledge 

on the effect of the combination of fiber alignment, inter-fiber distance (IFD), and fiber surface topogra- 

phy on contact guidance to direct neurite behavior from dorsal root ganglia (DRGs) or dissociated primary 

neurons. For the first time, the interplay of the micro-/nanoscale topography and IFD is studied to induce 

linear nerve growth, while controlling branching. The results demonstrate that grooved fibers promote a 

higher percentage of aligned neurite extension, compensating the adverse effect of increased IFD. Accord- 

ingly, maximum neurite extension from primary neurons is achieved on grooved fibers separated by an 

IFD of 30 μm, with a higher percentage of aligned neurons on grooved fibers at a large IFD compared to 

porous fibers with the smallest IFD of 10 μm. We further demonstrate that the neurite “decision-making”

behavior on whether to cross a fiber or grow along it is not only dependent on the IFD but also on the 

fiber surface topography. In addition, axons growing in between the fibers seem to have a memory after 

leaving grooved fibers, resulting in higher linear growth and higher IFDs lead to more branching. Such 

information is of great importance for new material development for several tissue engineering applica- 

tions. 

Statement of Significance 

One of the key aspects of tissue engineering is controlling cell behavior using hierarchical structures. 

Compared to 2D surfaces, fibers are an important class of materials, which can emulate the native ECM 

architecture of tissues. Despite the importance of both fiber surface topography and alignment to direct 

growing neurons, the current state of the art did not yet study the synergy between both scales of guid- 

ance. To achieve this, we established a solvent assisted spinning process to combine these two crucial 

features and control neuron growth, alignment, and branching. Rational design of new platforms for vari- 

ous tissue engineering and drug discovery applications can benefit from such information as it allows for 

fabrication of functional materials, which selectively influence neurite behavior. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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The extracellular matrix (ECM) of the nervous system is a com-
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f the developing nervous system. During neuronal development,

rowth cones, located at the leading edges of axons, play the im-

ortant role of detecting and responding to environmental cues

hat direct pathfinding [ 1 , 2 ]. There are four main mechanisms con-

ributing in guiding growth cones: contact attraction, chemoat-

raction, contact repulsion, and chemorepulsion [2] . During the

ast decades, tremendous work has been dedicated to study

ifferent chemorepelling and -attracting guidance cues [1] . For

xample, studies on axon guidance mechanisms of C. elegans ,

rosophila, and vertebrates have demonstrated the ability of

etrins to function as both chemo attractant and -repellent se-

reted proteins [3] . In addition to the ECM biochemical cues, neu-

onal growth is also affected by the physical parameters of the

ell 3D microenvironment, i.e. contact repulsions and attractions.

here is an increasing evidence that a surface topography at vari-

ble micro- and nanoscale can influence different cellular behav-

ors, such as migration, growth rate, and differentiation [4] . This

ight be due to the scale of multiple anatomical factors and their

ubcellular features in the nervous system. For instance, filopo-

ia, the smallest units of growth cones, possess finger-like struc-

ures (10 0–30 0 nm), which contribute directly to neuronal guid-

nce at the nanoscale. At the microscale, growth cones, with the

rea of approximately 1–50 μm 

2 depending on cell and growth

one type [5] , are connected to the cell body by axons with diam-

ters in the range of 0.1–10 μm [ 6 , 7 ]. Substrates with nano- and

icroscale anisotropic topographical features have shown to affect

erve cell unidirectional growth and stem cell differentiation [8] .

revious studies on human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) cultured

n microgrooved surfaces showed that neuronal differentiation and

roove height were inversely proportional with an increase in neu-

onal growth when cultured on a surface with 2 μm ridges com-

ared to a flat surface [9] . At the nanoscale level, a 350 nm ridge

attern demonstrated effective and rapid differentiation of hESCs

nto a neuronal lineage without using any differentiation-inducing

gent [10] . Although the vast majority of studies reported the

lignment of neurites parallel to grooves on patterned substrates,

erpendicular guidance has been observed as well. Neurites en-

ountering the edge of a groove or a linear topographical disconti-

uity have to make a decision to either cross or follow it. While

his choice is highly dependent on both the pattern dimensions

nd the cell type, certain cellular types resist following grooves

hat are too closely spaced or too deep, and instead bridge the gap

o reach the adjacent features, resulting in extension perpendicu-

ar to the orientation of the grooves. In particular, various types

f central nervous system neuroblasts have shown perpendicular

rowth to micro grooves with depths of 30 0–80 0 nm and a width

f 1 μm [ 11 , 12 ]. 

In addition, few studies have shown that the electrospun fiber

ensity (i.e. number of fibers in a certain area) also influences

euronal alignment. Scaffolds with high fiber density ( > 1500

bers/mm) led to perpendicular neurite extension on fibers lacking

 laminin (LN) coating [13] . In the absence of LN, neurites tend to

orm bundles due to their poor interaction with the fibers and start

o grasp and pull the fibers along the perpendicular direction as a

escue mechanism. In the case of neurite branching, it has been

hown that neurites on aligned fibers exhibit little to no branch-

ng in contrast to randomly oriented fibers [14] . However, neurite

ranching in response to topographical cues, and more specifically,

ber surface topographies has not yet been studied. 

While different techniques have been established to fabricate

ubstrates with nano- and micron-scale topographies, most of

hem are prone to high costs, long preparation times, and small-

ize areas. Moreover, conventional surface patterning techniques,

uch as soft lithography [15] and temperature imprinting [16] , are

ften 2D or lack the 3D fibrillar structure of the native ECM [17] .

ecently, other techniques, such as the plasmonic photopatterning
f aerogels, have been suggested for surface patterning of 3D scaf-

olds, and are currently under development [18] . Therefore, poly-

eric fibers have recently become very popular materials for har-

essing and studying specific cell behaviors in vitro to solve tis-

ue engineering challenges by a closer approximation of tissue di-

ensionality via pseudo 3D or 2.5D environments. While one of

he most versatile and widely applied methods to fabricate nanofi-

rous mats is solution electrospinning (SES), the applied volt-

ge induces the uncontrolled motion of the charged polymer jet

19] . This subsequently leads to a tightly packed mesh with small

ore sizes hindering cell infiltration and vascularization. Moreover,

he uncontrolled distance between fibers further limits studying

ell −single fiber interactions as cells are in contact with multi-

le fibers at once in a 2D manner [20] . Even though it has been

hown that certain surface topographies (e.g. porous, grooves) can

ead to higher neurite alignment or longer extensions [ 21 , 22 ], this

ffect has not been investigated with respect to the distance be-

ween anisotropic cues. 

We recently demonstrated the ability of the solvent assisted

pinning (SAS) technique to continuously produce microfibers with

istinct surface topographies [23] . By altering the applied sol-

ent properties, microfibers with smooth, grooved, and porous sur-

ace topographies were produced in the absence of high volt-

ge. While the microscale topographical cues, provided by aligned

bers themselves, results in cell guidance and polarized morphol-

gy, nano- to microscale morphological features at the fiber sur-

aces affect cell mechanotransduction [23] . Importantly, SAS en-

bles the control of the inter-fiber distance (IFD) during the fabri-

ation process. This provides a unique platform to study the role

f fibrous physical guidance, recapitulating the natural ECM to-

ographical features, in nerve guidance and regeneration. In this

tudy, SAS technique is used to study the effect of the combina-

ion of fiber alignment, distance, and topography on contact guid-

nce to influence neurite behavior of primary neurons, dissociated

rom chick embryonic DRGs, such as its growth extension, linear

rowth, and branching. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. SAS fibers fabrication and characterization 

All chemicals are used as received without any further pu-

ification. SAS fibers are produced as previously described [23] .

riefly, polycaprolactone (PCL) with an average molecular weight

f 80 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) is dissolved in the binary sol-

ent systems of chloroform (CF) - acetic acid (AA) (50–50, v/v), CF

 dichloromethane (DCM) (75–25, v/v) or CF- dimethylformamide

DMF) (75–25, v/v), for smooth, porous, or grooved surface topog-

aphy, respectively. To achieve the desired fiber diameter, a poly-

er concentration of 17 wt% (for smooth fibers) or 15 wt% (for

orous and grooved fibers) is used. Syringes (1 mL) are filled with

he prepared solution and mounted on a programmable syringe

ump (Aladdin, WPI) positioned above a rotating collector at a ver-

ical distance of 5–10 cm. The solution feed rate is varied between

0 and 150 μL/hr. As the solution is pushed through the needle

21 G), it forms a hemispherical shape at the tip, which is manu-

lly drawn towards the rotating collector (square glass = 1 × 1 cm)

hat collects aligned microfibers with specific topographies de-

ending on the applied solvent system. The rotational speed of the

ollector is controlled via a digital speed controller and is set at

0 rpm. The rotating collector is placed on top of a translational

inear stage with adjustable speed (V T ) to collect fibers at an IFD

f 10, 30, 50, or 100 μm (V T = 1, 3, 5, or 10 mm/min, respec-

ively). All experiments are performed at room conditions with a

emperature of 22–25 °C and a relative humidity of 42–45%. Be-

ore collecting the fibers, the glass surfaces are coated with a thin
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layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to ensure fiber immobiliza-

tion upon depositing on the surface. To do this, a PDMS solution is

prepared by mixing the crosslinker and base elastomer at a ratio

of 1:40 (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning). Using a viscous pipette, 9 μl

of the PDMS solution is deposited on the surface of a glass slide

(1 × 1 cm), which is placed on a spin coater (Novocontrol, Ger-

many). The spin coater is connected to a vacuum pump to main-

tain the glass slide in the center of the device during spinning. The

spinning time, speed, and ramp are adjusted to T-2.50 (~ 3 min),

S-3.50 (30 0 0 rpm), R-0, respectively. PDMS coated glass slides are

incubated at 80 °C overnight to cure the PDMS. Due to the applied

mixing ratio (1:40), the resulting PDMS layer exhibits an adhesive

property, which can be used to immobilized fibers on the surface

of glass slides. 

2.2. Cell culture and immunostaining 

For cell seeding, samples are UV sterilized for one hour, incu-

bated at 37 °C in a fibronectin (FN, 10 μg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich, Ger-

many) solution overnight, and washed 3 times with sterile PBS

prior to cell seeding. This is to ensure a FN coating across the

entire surface so that the observed results are mainly due to the

physical properties of substrates and not their chemical character-

istics. 

DRGs are isolated from E9–10 chick embryos as previously

reported [24] . DRGs are harvested and stored in HBSS (Hank’s

buffered saline solution, Life Technologies), prior to placement on

top of the fibers. To ensure attachment of the DRGs ( > 200 μm) to

fibers and avoid their floating after adding media, a small droplet

(10 μL) of fibrin hydrogel is added on top. Fibrin is chosen as neu-

rites are known to grow through this gel [24] and can exit the gel

to continue their growth on the fibers. For single nerve cells ex-

periments, DRGs are dissociated by incubating them for 30 min at

37 °C in 10X trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), followed by trit-

uration with fire-polished glass Pasteur pipettes to dissociate the

ganglia. Neuronal cells are separated by panning for 1 h at 37 °C.

1 mL of a suspension with single neuron cells (10 0,0 0 0 cells/mL)

is prepared in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Lonza,

Germany), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% antibi-

otics/antimycotics, 10 ng/mL nerve growth factor (NGF, PeproTech,

Germany), and placed on top of the fibers. Both DRGs and single

nerve cells are cultivated for 7 days at 37 °C, 5% CO 2 , and 95% hu-

midity. To study the neurite growth rate form DRGs, they are cul-

tured for 1, 4, and 7 days in vitro (DIV). 

The immunostaining is performed as previously described [24] .

Briefly, samples are fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (AppliChem,

Germany), permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich,

Germany), and blocked with 4 wt% bovine serum albumin (BSA,

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in PBS. Neurons are stained with neuro-

tubulin antibody (1:250 TUJ1 monoclonal antibody mouse-derived,

Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), followed by a secondary fluorescent an-

tibody (Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rabbit or Alexa Fluor 633 anti-mouse

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:100)). The nuclei are stained with 4 ′ ,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Biolegend, Germany) at the con-

centration of 2% (v/v) in PBS. 

2.3. Image analysis 

The surface topography and the diameter of the fibers are an-

alyzed using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM-

Hitachi S4800, Japan). Prior to imaging, fibers are sputter coated

with gold-palladium. ImageJ (1.51 W, NIH, USA) software is used

to characterized fiber alignment, diameter, and their topography.

In order to evaluate the effect of fiber surface morphology on neu-

rite orientation and growth, the fluorescent images of stained cells
re imported to ImageJ software as “binary” images. The Orienta-

ionJ Distribution function is applied, using a Gaussian window of

 pixel and the Fourier Gradient function. 

Alignment of the neurites in relation to the oriented fibers is

valuated according to the distribution of angles relative to the

ertical plane (fibers). Neurites from immunostained images are

raced in ImageJ for each condition. The orientation angle relative

o the vertical plane is plotted for all the conditions. A neurite ex-

ension is considered aligned when the deviation from the fiber

lignment is less than 15 °. The percentage of neurites with a devi-

tion of more than 15 ° is plotted for each condition. Cell migration

s calculated by nucleus staining. The migration distance is mea-

ured as the width of a rectangle drawn from the edge of the DRG

ody to contain all neurite extension in the direction of the fibers

 Fig. 3 , A). 

.4. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis is performed with OriginPro 2016 G. A one-

ay ANOVA is executed with post-hoc Tukey comparison for eval-

ation of statistical significance between groups ( ∗p < 0.05). Data

re shown as mean average with error bars indicating the stan-

ard deviation. Not significant differences are defined by “n.s.”. All

mage analysis of single neurons is performed at n ( ≥40). Neurite

xtension analysis is performed for n ( ≥ 100). 

. Results 

.1. SAS fibers scaffolds 

Using SAS, highly aligned PCL fibers with an average diameter

f ~ 10 μm are spun in the absence of an electric field ( Fig. 1 , A).

ibers with distinct surface topographies are produced by altering

olvent properties (i.e. volatility and solubility). Smooth, porous, or

rooved fibers are spun from PCL dissolved in the binary solvent

ystems of CF - AA (50–50, v/v), CF - DCM (75–25, v/v) and CF-

MF (75–25, v/v), respectively ( Fig. 1 , B). 

Fibers are collected on cover glass slides with 10, 30, 50, and

00 μm IFDs. To ensure fiber stability during the in vitro exper-

ments, the surfaces of the cover glasses are coated with a thin

DMS layer. The ratio between the curing agent and resin is specif-

cally modified to result in a sticky surface after a complete cur-

ng process. This enables a successful immobilization of a single

ayer of fibers on the glass surface without fibers sinking com-

letely into the PDMS layer ( Fig. S1, Supporting Information ).

hile all fibers are aligned unidirectionally at the macron-scale,

orous and grooved fibers provide a secondary surface topography

t the micro- and nanoscale. 

.2. DRG growth on SAS fibers with different surface topography 

To study the effect of fiber surface topography on neurite exten-

ion, full DRGs are initially cultured on aligned fibers collected at

 high density (IFD = 0 μm). It is observed that neurite extension

s similar for smooth (1.6 ± 0.5 mm) and porous (1.7 ± 0.4 mm)

bers, while significantly longer neurites extend from DRGs on

rooved fibers (2.3 ± 0.4 mm) ( Fig. 2 , B). Interestingly, in the case

f smooth and porous topographies, some neurites tend to grow

nitially in a radial direction before turning their growth parallel to

he fiber alignment. This results in final DRG surface coverage with

lightly smaller aspect ratios on smooth and porous fibers (3 ± 1)

ompared to grooved fibers (4 ± 1), yet not statistically significant

 Fig. 2 , C). 

Accordingly, a higher DRG growth rate is observed on grooved

bers compared to smooth and porous fibers. To gain more insight

nto this, smooth, porous, and grooved fibers are collected on a
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Fig. 1. The ability of SAS in producing highly aligned fibers with a distinct surface topography and IFD. Highly aligned fibers with an average diameter of 10 ± 1 μm are 

collected on a low speed (50 rpm) rotating drum (A). Scale bar is 500 μm. By changing the solvent system, smooth (CF-AA/50–50), porous (CF-DCM/75–25), and grooved 

(CF-DMF/75–25) fibers are achieved (B). Scale bar is 10 μm. Controlling the linear transition of a rotating drum allows for adjusting the IFD when using SAS (C). Scale bar is 

100 μm. Fig. 1 A and 1 C demonstrate typical fiber alignment and spacing regardless of their surface topography. 

Fig. 2. Effect of fiber surface topography on DRG growth. DRG extension (green: ß tubulin) on SAS fibers exhibiting smooth, porous, and grooved topography (A). Grooved 

fibers demonstrate a significantly longer neurite extension compared to smooth and porous fibers after DIV 7 (B). Effect of fibers surface topography on DRG surface area 

aspect ratio after DIV 7 (C). Neurite extension length from DRGs on fibers after DIV 1, DIV 4, and DIV 7 (D). Scale bar is 1 mm. The white arrow shows fiber direction. 
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Fig. 3. A representative image of cell migration distance based on nucleus staining. The distance is measured as the width of a rectangle drawn from the edge of the DRG 

body to contain all cells grown in the direction of the fibers (A). Scale bar is 500 μm. Migration (in case of supporting cells) and outgrowth length (in case of neurites) are 

compared at 1, 4, and 7 DIV for smooth, porous, and grooved fibers (B). The white arrow shows fiber direction. Difference between neurite extension and cell migration is 

marked by $. Difference between neurite extension within each group is marked by ∗ . 
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cover glass slide and DRGs are cultured for 1, 4, and 7 DIV prior

to fixation and imaging. At time points 4 and 7 DIVs, neurites have

sufficient time to extend out of the DRG. In addition, neurite exten-

sion is measured at 1 DIV, as neurites already start emerging from

the DRG body at this early time point in culture. While the neurite

length is similar for all fibers at DIV 1 and DIV 4, grooved fibers

show a significant increase in length (1919 ± 916 μm) compared

to smooth (1425 ± 394 μm) and porous (1215 ± 322 μm) fibers

at DIV 7. When comparing DIV 7 and DIV 1, fibers with grooved

surface topography induce the highest growth rate (~ 7-fold in-

crease in length) followed by smooth and porous (~ 4-fold increase

in length) fibers ( Fig. 2 , D). 

As DRGs contain glial cells and Schwann cells (SCs) besides pri-

mary sensory neurons [25] , the migration rate of these supporting

cells on SAS fibers is analyzed via DAPI nuclei staining ( Fig. 3 , A).

Comparing the migration distance of these cells and neurite exten-

sion, neurites slightly surpass the migrating cells. Neurite elonga-

tion is faster than cell migration at 1, 4, and 7 DIV for all fiber

surface topographies, while a significantly longer neurite extension

(638 ± 142 μm) is observed on grooved fibers compared to the

overall cell migration distance (387 ± 35 μm) at DIV 4, in contrast

to fibers with smooth or porous topography ( Fig. 3 , B). 

3.3. Single neuron growth on SAS fibers with different topography 

and IFD 

Single cells from dissociated DRGs are grown on coated glass

slides without any fibers ( Fig. S2, Supporting Information ), or on

top of fibers with different surface topographies at four specific

IFDs (10, 30, 50, and 100 μm) ( Fig. 1 , C). Despite their surface to-

pographies, increasing IFD results in less oriented neurite exten-

sions ( Fig. 4 , A). Qualitative observations are further confirmed by

analyzing the deviation of the neurite orientation angle relative to

a vertical plane representing fiber alignment. Neurite extension is

considered aligned when the deviation of angle is less than 15 °, as

previously described [26-28] . While at 10 and 30 μm IFDs, there is

no significant difference between surface topographies, the devia-

tion of angle is significantly lower for grooved fibers compared to

smooth and porous fibers at IFD = 100 μm, and to porous fibers

at IFD = 50 μm ( Fig. 4 , B). Accordingly, grooved fibers promote

a higher percentage of aligned neurite extensions, compensating
he increase in IFD ( Fig. 4 , C). Maximum alignment is, therefore,

chieved on grooved fibers, with more than 90% of the neurite ex-

ensions demonstrating deviation angle lower than 15 ° at IFD 10,

0 and 50 μm, and ~ 70% of the neurites at IFD 100 μm. In con-

rast, only ~ 70% and ~ 50% of total neurites show alignment on

orous fibers at an IFD of 50 and 100 μm, respectively. Strikingly,

he percentage of aligned neurite extensions on grooved fibers at

 large IFD of 50 μm (86%) is higher than those on porous fibers

ith the smallest IFD of 10 μm (83%). The significantly lower de-

iation of neurite angle from fiber orientation at an IFD of 100 for

rooved fibers versus smooth and porous fibers demonstrates that

xons growing in between the fibers are more aligned in the case

f grooved fibers. This implies that once a neurite leaves a fiber,

t may have some kind of memory installed by the micron-scale

rooves. 

The interaction of neurites with fibers is further evaluated by

easuring the neurite length attached to fibers, the percentage

f fiber crossing neurons, and the number of neuron branches

 Fig. 5 , A). As shown in Fig. 5 , B, grooved fibers separated by

n IFD of 30 μm promote the longest neurite extension attached

o fibers compared to any other conditions. Interestingly, while

rooved fibers enable longer neurite extension on the fibers at IFD

f 10 and 30 μm, at larger IFDs, i.e. 50 and 100 μm, the dif-

erence between smooth and grooved surface topographies is less

ronounced. This is interesting as in Fig. 4 , B, neurites are signif-

cantly more aligned at an IFD of 100 for grooved fibers versus

mooth and porous fibers. 

To gain more insight on the effect of fiber surface topography

nd IFD on neuronal growth, the percentage of cells with exten-

ions crossing over fibers and the number of branches are inves-

igated ( Fig. 5 , A). An enhanced number of neurites crossing the

bers is shown for increasing IFD ( Fig. 5 , C). For example, at low

FD of 10 μm, porous fibers lead to more fiber crossing, while at a

arger IFD of 50 μm, grooved fibers seem to reduce fiber crossing.

t the largest IFD of 100 μm, the distance between the fibers dom-

nates and the topography does not affect fiber crossing anymore.

hen comparing the number of branches, neurons do not show

ny significant differences at low IFDs (i.e. 10 and 30 μm), while at

igher IFDs (i.e. 50 and 100 μm) they tend to significantly increase

heir branching activity for all topographies ( Fig. 5 , D). 
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Fig. 4. Effect of combination of topography and IFD of SAS fibers on unidirectional nerve growth. Neurite extensions of single neurons (green: ß tubulin) on fibers exhibiting 

smooth, porous, or grooved topography at different IFDs (10, 30, 50, or 100 μm) (A). The white arrow shows fiber direction. Scale bar is 100 μm. Deviation of the orientation 

angle (schematically shown in the graph) measured for neurite extensions on smooth, porous, and grooved topography at different IFDs ( n ≥ 100) (B). A neurite extension 

is considered aligned when the deviation of angle is less than 15 ° (marked with the red dashed line) in (B). Percentage of aligned neurite extensions depending on the fiber 

surface topography and IFD (C). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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When comparing the above mentioned observations with neu-

ite and total cell surface area density, a grooved topography leads

o a higher neurite density at low IFD (10 μm) but when the fiber

istance increases, this trend is observed on the porous fibers with

educed neurite density on grooved fibers ( Fig. S3, A, Supporting

nformation ). This may be explained by the fact that both neurites

n and in between the fibers are more aligned and thus grow in a

traight path, resulting in lower densities, which might be associ-

ted to the topographic memory. The higher branching on porous

bers at high IFD could further contribute to these higher neurite

ensities at large IFDs ( ≥ 30 μm). Interestingly, similar trends are

een for total cell density, including the supportive cells, like SCs

dissociated from the DRGs), where higher numbers of cells are ob-

erved at large IDFs and porous fibers seem to result in higher cell

roliferation ( Fig. S3, B, Supporting Information ). Based on these

imilarities, it is highly likely that the produced bioactive factors

rom supporting cells enhance neurite growth. 

. Discussion 

The SAS technique is advantageous for fiber fabrication with

istinct surface topography and defined IFDs, which is otherwise

ifficult to achieve with conventional SES method. The mechanism

f the formation of topographies has been elucidated in our pre-

ious publication [23] . Briefly, depending on the solvent property,

hermally or non-solvent induced phase separation takes place

uring solvent evaporation from the surface of the polymeric jet,

hich results in a specific void solidification pattern as the fiber
s being pulled by the rotating drum, and therefore in a smooth,

orous, or grooved topography. This is particularly an important

eature of SAS compared to SES as the latter technique is associ-

ted with a high whipping motion caused by the polymer surface

harge [23] . Based on our previous study, porous fibers possess

ores with a length and width of ~ 2 μm and ~ 0.3 μm, respec-

ively, while the average ridge width of grooved fibers is ~ 1.5 μm

23] . As a result, we obtain surfaces with hierarchical topographical

eatures similar to axon sizes providing a unique contact guidance

onstruct at 2.5D. 

The observed linear neurite extension at high density

IFD = 0 μm) is in agreement with previous studies, in which

inear neurite extensions were observed on aligned electrospun

bers compared to randomly oriented fibers [29] . When study-

ng the effect of fiber physical properties (i.e. surface roughness

r topography), macrophages and astrocytes exhibited a more

longated morphology on smooth fibers compared to fibers with

orous surface topography [ 30 , 31 ]. In the case of fibroblasts

ultured on the fibers tested in this report, no difference in cell

longation is observed between smooth an porous fibers but cell

ortrayed a more spiky morphology on porous fibers with higher

uclear yes-associated protein (YAP) levels [23] . On the other

and, previous reports demonstrated that smooth fibers resulted

n longer neurite extension from DRGs compared to porous fibers,

hereas no significant difference was observed when both fibers

ere coated with LN [32] . 

The larger DRG aspect ratio on grooved fibers compared to

mooth and porous fibers is likely due to the initial radial growth
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Fig. 5. A schematic representation of neurite morphometric parameters. Neurite length on fiber (A1), neurite crossing over fiber (A2), and neurite branching originating from 

the soma (A3). Scale bar is 50 μm. Neurite length on fibers (B), percentage of cells crossing over fibers (C), and average number of branches per soma (D) are measured 

depending on the fiber surface topography and IFD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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of DRGs on smooth and porous fibers. Previously, it has been

shown that neurite extension from DRGs cultured on aligned

smooth electrospun fibers first extended randomly in all directions,

after which they would come into contact with the fibers and

change their growth direction to follow the fiber alignment [33] .

Here, the micron-scale ridges on the surface of grooved fibers re-

strict this initial lateral extension of neurites and consolidate neu-

rite growth into parallel arrays following the long axis of fibers im-

mediately. Essentially, each ridge likely orients neurite extension

in a similar manner to individual fibers with smaller diameters as

the groove size is especially suited for guiding axons towards their

target site. Considering misdirected axonal growth as one of the

main challenges in nerve regeneration, hindering functional recov-

ery, the restoration of native structural organization is particularly

important [ 34 , 35 ]. 

Grooved fibers seem to induce a higher DRG growth rate, par-

allel to the direction of fibers, compared to smooth and porous

fibers. This may be due to the fact that smooth and porous fibers
o not necessarily provide restrictions to the neurites to grow only

long fibers. On the contrary, grooves provide an additional contact

uidance along the alignment direction, restricting neurite growth,

nd therefore supporting a faster rate along the fibers. A previous

tudy demonstrated that larger growth cones with significant lat-

ral expansion of lamellipodia and filopodia have a negative effect

n neurite growth and result in a decreased growth rate [36] . It

s believed that this is due to the lack of efficient sensing of en-

ironmental cues, which results in a poor alignment between the

entral domain of the growth cone and the direction of advance-

ent. By changing a 2D culture environment (poly-L-lysine sub-

trate) to a fibrous 3D environment (collagen gel), a morphologi-

ally different growth cone and faster growth rate were observed,

hich was attributed to the presence of micron-scale topographi-

al cues from the collagen fibers that were sensed and responded

o by the growth cones. Taking into consideration the slow hu-

an axon regeneration rate (~ 2 mm/day) [37] , which can lead to

everal months of healing process in case of significant injuries,
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rooved SAS fibers can provide these micro-physical contact cues

nd could, therefore, be used to develop new types of regenerative

iomaterials enabling a faster axonal growth rate. 

While several biochemical approaches, such as the addition of

rowth factors [38] , fibrin [39] , and collagen [40] to a scaffold have

hown to enhance neurite growth, the presence of SCs also demon-

trated an improved neuronal growth likely due to their ability to

xpress neurite promoting factors, such as neurotrophins [ 35 , 41 ].

 previous study has shown that SCs migrating ahead of neurite

utgrowth may be establishing a pathway for neurite extension on

ncoated smooth fibers, whereas on fibers coated with LN or FN,

he neurites grew past the SCs suggesting that at the presence of

CM support is sufficient to promote neurite growth [42] . In this

eport, significantly longer neurite extension than the cell migra-

ion distance on grooved fibers suggests that the micron-scale sur-

ace ridges promote longer neurite extension independent of sup-

orting cell migration, as the migration distance of the supporting

ells does not increase on the grooved fibers. 

Besides surface topography, the distance between contact guid-

ng elements also influences the neurite decision-making process.

or example, an increase in microfiber (diameter ~ 2.5 μm) den-

ity (i.e. by increasing fiber collection time during SES) has demon-

trated a reduction in neurite linear pathfinding, likely due to the

bility of growth cones to migrate to adjacent fibers, resulting in

eurites steering away from the linear pathway. Despite the im-

ortance of IFD, conventional SES fiber fabrication techniques are

imited as the fiber density and periodicity can only be altered

y changing the collection time, therefore, also leading to multiple

ber layers on top of each other. In order to control fiber density

n a monolayer manner, and thus the IFD, while providing differ-

nt topographies in a precise and reproducible manner, SAS pro-

ides unique properties. This is particularly important to study for

he design new types of scaffolds for nerve regeneration as growth

ones experience a large spectrum of topographies in vivo [ 13 , 43 ]. 

To elucidate these nerve-material interactions, single cells from

issociated DRGs are grown on top of fibers with different IFDs.

epending on the IFDs, some cells land on the glass slide in be-

ween the fibers following cell seeding. After encountering a fiber

hen coming from the lower glass surface, the growth cone of the

eurite moves along the fiber for some distance. Depending on the

ber surface topography, the neuronal process on top of fibers will

ecide to either grow along the fiber or to cross the fiber and po-

entially bifurcate into their daughter branches. When leaving the

ber again, neurites grow more aligned after having encountered

 grooved fiber. Such type of topographical memory might be sim-

lar to what has been observed in the case of stem cell mechani-

al memory. For instance, neuronal stem cells (NSCs) can “remem-

er” past topographies depending on the exposure time to these

opographies. When in contact with a nano wrinkle topography for

onger times (5 days), NSCs retained their orientation even after

emoving the cells from the topography, in contrast to NSCs ex-

osed for a shorter time (1 and 3 days) [44] . Topographical mem-

ry is likely associated with nuclear YAP translocation, as this is

ne of the mechano-sensitive pathways through which cells un-

ergo changes in gene expression, and has demonstrated to be af-

ected by past culture conditions. Such memory effects have shown

o remain for a long period of time. For example, after initially

ulturing human mesenchymal stem cells on a stiff substrate, YAP

emains in the nucleus for 10 more days after the substrate was

oftened [45] . In addition, a recent study demonstrated the role

f surface topography in nuclear YAP translocation in neuron-like

ells, where higher YAP activation was observed in the nucleus of

C 12 cells when cultured on nanogroove surfaces compared to flat

ubstrates [46] . On the other hand, nuclear YAP translocation has

een linked to nucleus elongation [47] , which can be caused by

ocal adhesion reorganization. Focal adhesions transmit mechanical
ignals from the extracellular environment to the nucleus and their

rientation and size is highly affected by surface topography [48] .

or example, mesenchymal-like cells, cultured on grooved surfaces,

emonstrate restricted growth of focal adhesions within the topo-

raphical features, leading to their linear organization parallel to

he ridges [49] . The same effect was observed in the case of PC 12

euronal cells cultures on grooved surfaces [46] , and for myosin

rowth in collagen matrices, with individual adhesions observed

n the direction of local collagen fibers [50] . This is consistent with

ur previous finding, where fibroblast cells showed linear protru-

ion growth within the ridges of grooved fibers due to their un-

erlying focal adhesion reorganization [23] . More pronounced vin-

ulin expression (as a focal adhesion indicator) was observed in

he periphery of cells when cultured on grooved and porous fibers,

hereas smooth fibers mainly led to cytosol vinculin expression. In

oth cases, nuclear YAP was enhanced, with a significantly higher

uclear aspect ratio in the case of grooved fibers. Given the role

f YAP expression in neural differentiation and morphology [46] , it

s likely that “topographical memory” is affected by internal forces

nside the cells, created by focal adhesions and mediated by nu-

lear YAP translocation. 

In addition to potential “topographical memory”, the percentage

f cells with extensions crossing over fibers is important informa-

ion when designing new biomaterials, for example, for bridging

he two ends of a nerve injury gap, as unidirectional growth of

eurons parallel to the guidance elements is highly desired. Early

tudies have shown that the mere presence of physical constrains

oes not always result in unidirectional growth, as growth cones

ere able to span over several neighboring grooves and ridges [51] .

or example, studies have shown an opposite relation between the

epth of topographical cues and the frequency of crossing. Groove

epths equal to or larger than 4.7 μm completely restrained hip-

ocampal neurites from crossing over the ridges [51] , similar to

mbryonic chick neurons in the case of 4 μm groove depths [52] .

his suggests that unidirectional orientation depends on the mi-

roenvironment geometry, such as the number and frequency of

attern repeat, which emphasizes the importance of IFD and the

nteraction of neurites with fibers featuring different surface to-

ographies in the active process of nerve cell decision-making. 

Considering the average diameter of the fibers that are used

ithin this study (diameter ~ 10 μm), one would expect that neu-

ites extensions would always keep growing along the fibers once

hey encounter them instead of crossing them over. However, neu-

ite crossing is shown to be modulated by the IFD with an in-

reasing number of neurites crossing the fibers at increasing IFD

 Fig. 5 , C). This suggests that at lower IFDs, growth cones can

ense the nearby aligned fibers, triggering them to maintain their

ath. Being exposed to both attractive and repulsive guidance in

heir microenvironment, cells decide to follow a fiber path or cross

t and make a connection with cells on the other side. Neurite-

eurite contact plays a crucial role in shaping individual neurites

nd their networks by providing an attractant gradient role for

rowth cones via many trans-Golgi vesicles at neurite intersections

 53 , 54 ]. It is known that neurite intersections are enriched with

rans-Golgi vesicles [55] , which are trapped in clusters of the adhe-

ion molecule N 

–CAM, and can produce an attractant gradient for

rowth cones [54] . This can result in axon reorientation as growth

ones change their direction towards the attractant, which may ex-

lain why growth cones cross fibers when larger gradients origi-

ate due to neurite interactions. Therefore, at large IFDs, a neigh-

oring neuron intersection might act as a stronger attractant gradi-

nt leading to more neurites crossing the fibers. In addition, due to

igher neuron-neuron interactions compared to neuron-fiber inter-

ctions at larger IFD, neurites tend to form bundles and fasciculate

ore caused by the lack of sufficient guiding elements, indepen-

ent of the topography ( Fig. S4, Supporting Information ). There-
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fore, at high IFD, neurites growing along a fiber seem to exhibit

a preferential attraction to their neighboring neurons rather than

to keep their direction along a fiber. In addition, a porous topog-

raphy seems to further decrease the ability of a neurite to follow

the fiber. This reveals that neurite “decision-making” behavior on

whether to cross a fiber or grow long is not only dependent on

the IFD but also on the fiber surface topography, depending on the

IFD. Likely, this is to enhance the probability of finding neighboring

cells due to lack of sufficient contact guidance elements. 

Increasing the IFD also promotes a higher number of branch-

ing. The morphology of dendritic trees and axonal organization

influence the way neurons receive and process information and

how neuronal circuits develop. This involves the control of branch-

ing, growth, and stabilization of the network by various intrin-

sic and extrinsic factors, such as soluble biomolecules and pro-

teins, physical contact guidance in cell-material interactions, and

contact-induced signaling of surface molecules [54] . Depending on

these interaction states, neuronal patterns vary from isolated neu-

rons with more branches before contact with these guiding cues

to a more economical behavior with lower number of branches

and longer neurites [ 56 , 57 ]. When comparing neurite and total cell

density for the different topographies and IFDs, similar trends are

observed. While it is not completely clear why the topographic

effect is not visible for total cell density at low IFD (i.e. 10 μm),

the results imply higher cell proliferation at large IFDs, thus in the

space between the fibers, while porous fibers enhance cell divi-

sion. Higher cell proliferation on porous fibers might be influenced

by more adsorption of fibronectin on these fibers. Previously, an

increase in surface roughness and porosity have shown to result

in higher protein adsorption [58] . Taken together, the trends ob-

served for different neurite behavior, such as following or cross-

ing the fibers and neurite branching, and the convenient control of

both the IFD and fiber topography by the SAS technique, displays

a robust approach for a rational design of scaffolds f or neural and

other engineered tissues. 

5. Conclusion 

This study demonstrates the usage of SAS fibers to study the

combinatorial effect of fiber surface topography and defined IFDs

on neuronal growth, orientation, and branching for the first time.

SAS enables controlling fiber surface topography (smooth, porous,

grooved) by altering solvent properties while the IFD can be tuned

reliably in the absence of an electric voltage in contrast to con-

ventional SES fibers spinning techniques. While decreasing the IFD

improves oriented growth, the maximum percentage of aligned

neurite extension is observed on grooved fibers at an IFD of

30 μm. At larger IFDs, porous fibers demonstrate a higher num-

ber of branches origination from somas, likely due to the neu-

rons’ decision in exploring and connecting with neighboring neu-

rons to enhance cell-cell interaction at the absence of sufficient

guidance element. To achieve this, neurons also cross over fibers

and are attracted by neurite intersections at higher IFD. Overall,

grooved fibers enhance oriented neurite extension on and in be-

tween fibers, leading to a higher growth rate and compensating

the neurites’ need to cross fibers at an IFD of 50 μm. Compared

to smooth and grooved fibers, porous fibers inhibit neurite growth

attached to the fibers and less neurons grow in parallel with the

fiber orientation. These results suggest how fiber surface topogra-

phy can be used at certain IFDs to induce a specific cell decision.

SAS provides a unique platform to perform such studies across dif-

ferent hierarchical scales in a reliable and reproducible manner.

This is of great importance when designing new types of bioma-

terials for various nerve and other tissue engineering applications. 
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